GILDINGS BARN
Interview with Knight Ceremonies Wedding Celebrants!

Firstly, what is a wedding celebrant?
A wedding celebrant is a trained professional, that can create and conduct completely
personalised celebrations.
We create bespoke ceremonies, written with our couples in mind, and they are always
delivered with warmth and our trademark sprinkle of humour too!
Find out more about us here.
How does a ceremony with a wedding celebrant differ from a civil wedding ceremony?
I think the first thing to mention here is that a celebrant has no restrictions in terms of the
location, content, format, or style of a wedding, and can therefore be completely personal
and reflective of who a couple is. We write from scratch and so there are no templates or
standardised wording here!
As Gildings Barns has several beautiful spots to have a ceremony (including under the tree
at the back or indeed facing the countryside views), by hiring us as your celebrants, these
settings are all available to you for your big day!

Civil ceremonies led by a registrar are template ceremonies and sadly contain no details
about them as a couple, so using a celebrant opens up this part of the wedding to be just as
fabulous and full of personality as the rest of their day!
“Why have something ordinary when you can have something really special!”

Do couples need to get legally married before they have a celebrant ceremony?
Yes, weddings with a celebrant will require a couple to arrange their legal paperwork
separately from their actual ceremony. Just as families do for the registration of the birth of
a new baby, the legalities are completed (for around £50 at their local register office) and
they then have the freedom to create a celebration just the way they want to!
DID YOU KNOW: The legal part of any marriage is just two transactional

elements (hearing the declarations and agreeing to them, and then signing the
paperwork). Your vows, ring exchange and kiss are all ceremonial and not a
legal requirement, so, you can save these for your ceremony with your
celebrant!

Do you meet the couple beforehand?
Absolutely! I positively encourage it, and I thoroughly enjoy getting to know them.
Most of my couples prefer a skype or zoom chat just to get the ball rolling and then once
the date is secured we begin writing the draft ceremony words and then arrange to meet at
the venue for a walk-through of all of all of their details.
Another huge benefit to hiring a celebrant!

Meeting my couples at the venue allows them to experience how it might flow on their day,
plus we can chat about how they might feel when they arrive, and where they might stand
or sit, as well as where everyone else that is involved will be positioned too.
What makes Knight Ceremonies different to other celebrants?
The reason our couples choose us is not just for our skills and experience but also our ability
to create a magical feeling on the big day.

We have over 25 years of experience in wedding industry, and now as award winning and
established celebrants our couples know that they really are in safe hands! People trust us,
and they enjoy a wonderful journey towards their big day, with lots of support, guidance,
and plenty of laughs along the way too!

On the day, we pop out to meet you too, so that you have a moment before entering, and
we run through what is about to happen. We make sure there are seats for everyone
coming down the aisle and reassure you that all is perfect and ready for your grand
entrance!
We have time to chat to bridesmaids and the person that is accompanying you down the
aisle as well. They will also be nervous, so we make sure everyone is as relaxed as possible.
It is all these little details that set us apart!

How long does a ceremony with a wedding celebrant take?
This varies, depending on the content within the ceremony, but the vast majority of mine
are around half an hour and are created with a fantastic flow.
My speaking parts are always creatively punctuated with guest readings or involvement in
some other way so that the ceremony feels like everyone there has a role in the
proceedings, and indeed in supporting the couple.
It becomes a lovely experience rather than someone just standing and reading to a group of
people which can otherwise feel quite cold by comparison.

Are there specifications in terms of where, when and what time a wedding celebrant
ceremony can take place?
Not at all, couples can select the time that THEY want, without restriction on time slots or
indeed location or music etc.
Many couples will still opt for an early afternoon ceremony time, but I have some that
prefer an altogether different plan for their celebrations and will perhaps have sunset
ceremony under the stars followed by cocktails and dinner for example.
More and more couples are thinking outside of the box, and doing away with tradition, and
indeed opting for something a little more ‘unexpected’ and unique to them.

DID YOU KNOW: You can include symbolic activities to honour or acknowledge

your heritage, your beliefs or even just to symbolise the extension of your
family ties. My couples have included handfastings, surprises for family
members, cocktail blending and even gin toasts at the end to thank their guests
for coming!

Would we get to write our own vows, or would the wedding celebrant read them to us?
This is a really personal part of the ceremony and I tend to try to keep this as modern and
relevant as possible.
There are three styles that can be used, the “I do” that many people expect to hear, the
‘repeat after me’ vows where I read a sentence and this is repeated by the couple in turn,
and of course, personal vows written by the couple which are then read to one another
during the ceremony.
Many of my clients like to do all three, and so I weave these into the flow of the ceremony,
but some prefer just to do one or two. I can provide lots of great ways in which personal
vows can be delivered and am happy to help if guidance is required in creating something
special.

Will we need to sign any documentation during our celebrant ceremony?
This is not obligatory but many of my couples like to sign a commemorative certificate as
part of the ceremony and I present them with a beautiful keepsake folder at the end, with
copies of their personal vows and readings inside too.
They can even have ‘witnesses’ to join to complete the signing if they wish, and this is a nice
way of involving other family members that perhaps were not part of the legal proceedings.
It is also great for getting a few keepsake photos on the ceremony day too.

What happens at the end of the ceremony?
Ceremonies usually finish with the couple walking back up the aisle, followed by confetti (or
an alternative).
My couple here had polystyrene aeroplanes and the kids at the wedding loved running
around afterwards to collect them!

Many venues have policies about the use of confetti and with Gildings having traditional red
brick flooring, couples may wish to consider alternatives to confetti. I have written a blog
piece that showcases some lovely alternative ways to round off the ceremony.
Feel free to have a read of the blog here.

We have been working with Gildings for many years now and we know all of the different
settings and layouts, the staff, fellow suppliers and the flow of the venue too. Crucial
elements to the day, and we make sure you know that we have it all in hand.
I say to all my couples, “it’s your day so be as creative as you wish”. I am here to make sure
your ceremony is truly unforgettable.

“Make the start of your wedding just as personal
as the rest of your day, with ceremony words
that are all about you.”
Jenny Knight
Knight Ceremonies
Recommended Celebrant at Gildings Barns
http://www.gildingsbarns.co.uk/civil_ceremonies.htm
www.knightceremonies.co.uk
www.facebook.com/knightceremonies
www.instagram.com/knightceremonies_celebrant

